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Toxics Use Reduction Case Study 
CUSTOMER EDUCATION AND ZINC USE 

REDUCTION AT DYDEE DIAPER SERVICE, INC. 

SUMMARY 
Faced with persistent difficulties in meeting permitted zinc discharge limits, Dydee Diaper Service, 

Inc., traced the problem to zinc oxide in the diaper rash ointments used by many of its customers. Before 
investing in a new wastewater pretreatment system, Dydee chose to try to address the problem at the source 
by convincing its customers to use zinc-free ointments. By July 1992, after five months of outreach efforts, 
Dydee's zinc discharge had already been cut by more than 50 percent -enough to comply with limits in 10 
ofthe previous 1 1 weekly tests. The results made Dydee president Steven Landry optimistic that his customer 
education program, which cost less than $10,000 for the initial five-month effort, would spare him from 
having to install a $150,000 to $200,000 treatment system. 

BACKGROUND 
Founded in 1933, Dydee today is New England's largest diaper service. The 85-employee Dorchester 

firm washes about 20,000 pounds of linen and diapers a week. Its 18-chamber, continuous batch tunnel 
washer only consumes only a 20 to 25 percent ofthe water used by conventional washers. One drawback to 
this kind of water conservation is that it increases the concentration of contaminants in the wastewater, which 
can lead to compliance difficulties. In Dydee's case, zinc concentration levels were consistently above the 
permitted limit of 1.0 part per million (ppm) set by the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA). 
(See Figure) 

The situation came to a head in late January 1992, when the MWRA cited Dydee for violating zinc 
discharge limits. The violation was reported on Channel 5-TV on its nightly newscast. The next day, Dydee 
handled telephone calls from scores ofconcerned customers, many of whom had chosen to use cloth diapers 
because they were concerned about the environment. As customers began discontinuing their service in 
response to the adverse publicity, Dydee decided to take a more proactive approach to its zinc compliance 
difficulties. 

TOXICS USE REDUCTION PLANNING 
Dydee became aware in 1991 that its zinc discharges were likely to lead to compliance problems, but 

as the company used no zinc the source of the contamination was a mystery. Dydee tested its cleaning 
chemicals and incoming water supply for zinc contamination and, failing to find any positive results, 
concluded that zinc must be entering the facility by way of the diapers themselves. Company officials soon 
realized that the zinc ointment commonly used to treat diaper rash was the most likely source of zinc in the 
wastewater. 

Landry considered three alternative ways to solve his zinc contamination problem. 

The first option was to install a conventional pretreatment system - which would cost from $150,000 
to $200,000 to install and then an additional $25,000 to $35,000 per year to operate. The system would have 
to be tended by a licensed operator and would require new training andlor labor expenses. 
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The second option was newly developed closed-loop ozone activated laundering equipment that would 
eliminate water discharges entirely. Landry's research indicated that the new technology was not yet ready 
for application to diaper services, but that it could meet company needs in five to ten years. His enthusiasm 
for the new process added to his hesitancy to invest in an expensive treatment system. 

The third option -the one that Landry adopted - was to address the zinc problem at the source by 
seeking to change the habits of his customers. This alternative was far less expensive than treatment and far 
less risky, for the present, than conversion to ozone washing. The unknown was whether his customers, after 
being told what the problem was, would be willing to change an especially sensitive and personal practice. 

TOXICS USE REDUCTION MODIFICATIONS 
Dydee Diaper Service sent, by first class mail, a letter to each of its customers explaining the reason for 

the company's wastewater discharge problem and asking the customers to use zinc free ointments. Dydee 
offered to purchase zinc oxide based ointment from its customers at $1 .OO per container, and offered to sell 
two zinc free ~roducts  - a baby skin cream 
and a diaper rash ointment - at approxi- 
mately half the usual retail price. Dydee sent 
all its customers multiple samples of the two 
alternative products. Dydee also includes Permitted Zn Limit I 
reminders of its "no zinc" campaign in its I , 4 i I1.0ppm:--- I I 

L 

monthly newsletter. Bottoms Up. 
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paign was very positive. In the first five Figure 1: Zinc Concentrations (ppm) i n b d e e  's Waste- 

months, Dydee bought back more than 900 water BeJore and Afler Public Educat~on Campaign 

containers of zinc oxide ointments, sold more than 2,000 containers of zinc free creams and ointments, and 
distributed more than 20,000 sample size containers of the same products. 

Dydee immediately saw significant reductions in its zinc discharges. Zinc concentrations in Dydee's 
wastewater ranged from 2.0 to 4.5 ppm before the outreach campaign began in March 1992. By July 1992, 
zinc concentration had exceeded 2.0 ppm on only one occasion since the beginning of the campaign, and 
concentrations were at or below the 1.0 ppm in 10 of the most recent 11 weekly tests. (See Figure) 

"This program could not have worked without the cooperation of our customers," said Landry. "Our 
success really shows that given a little information, the public is willing to do its part for the environment." 

Economics: Dydee spent nearly $1,000 buying zinc oxide-b&ed ointments from its customers, and 
about $7,000 more giving out free samples of zinc free ointments and creams. The company is selling larger 
containers of these same products at a small loss. All told, Landry estimates that in the first five months the 
outreach program cost about $10,000 -a modest investment compared to the $150,000 to $200,000 up front 
capital cost, $25,000 to $35,000 annual operating costs for treatment chemicals and sludge disposal fees. and 
increased training and labor costs for a licensed pretreatment operator. 

This Case Study is one of a series of such dontrnentsprepared by the OSfice ofTechnical Assistance for Toxics 
Use Reduction(OTA), a branch ofthe Massachusetts Executive Oflce of E~vironmental ASfairs whose mission 
is to assist industry in reducing the use of toxic substances and/or the generation of toxic manufacturing 
byproducts. OTA 's confidential, nonregulatory services are available at no charge to Massachusetts businesses 
and ins t i t~t io~thaf  use toxiccbemicals: Forfirrtherinfinnation about this or other casestudies, or about OTA5 
technical services, contact: O B e o f  TecknicalAsSista~tce, Executive Ofice ofEnvironmentalAflairs, Room 
21 09,100 C m  brfifge Street, Bosto~, Massach~~setis 02202, (61 7) 72 7-3260. 


